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DONNE POEM ANALYSIS 

A VALEDICTION FORBIDDING MOURNING. By John Donne 

EXPLANATION 

A husband is saying goodbye to his wife. The wife is 

scared of their separation so she is being comforted. 

At the start of the poem, they are in the middle of the 

scene. In reassuring his wife, the husband states that 

their love will remain constant. He says that there is 

calm when upright people pass away and that their 

separation will not be bad. Some people are scared of 

natural events but there are more powerful forces in 

the ‘universe’. The husband says that their love is 

heavenly not earthly. Their love is bound for their 

sensuality so their physical distance will not affect 

their relationship. They cherish their relationship and 

it’s like gold. When the husband and wife are joined, 

they are unified. Even as they are apart, it will be 

temporary since they will come back together. Their 

love is never ending and it will always be 

encompassing both of them. 

LINKS WITH W;T 

• The Play W;t often makes direct references to the poetry of John Donne 

through the monologues of Vivian bearing as she breaks the fourth wall 

to address the audience 
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• The character Vivian closely relates to John Donne by the revelation 

they both acquire as they near their death.  

o In which Donne gains his assurance of his eternity in heaven 

o Vivian finds the value of relationships and the comfort of having 

someone to relate to in times of need (E.M)  

• Both text explore the theme of death, relationship, the power of 

intelligence  and the battle against death 

o W;t: 

� Fighting cancer 

� Death itself 

� The value of relationships 

� The use of intelligence to undermine death 

o John Donne poetry: 

� Death is defeat able 

� Use of logic/religion to undermine death 

� Life after death  

Opposites 

W;t vs. Donne 

• Vivian finds her truth and value via experience and knowledge 

• Donne finds his via religion and logic from values of his time 

• Vivian highly disregards  religions and God/gods 

• W;t is a play while Donne uses poetry to express ideas 


